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The Wayback Machine - https://web.archive.org/web/20060104085558/http://www.wakuwaku.ne.jp:80/sh…

Welcome to DigiPet World!

Do you wanna have your own pet in your Pilot?

This program is converted from ZAURUS's Addin-software which made by
Mr.Masanori Shimozato.

All graphic design and almost algorithm are same with ZAURUS's. But some
are changed for Pilot.

Let your pet live long with your love!

1.Control

Meal Give pet meals, candies or tea

Toilet Pet put waste. Flush it when you find it.

Light Turn the light on and off.

Play Play 'Mole Attack'.

Scold Scold pet when it become selfishness.

Shower Take shower.

Clock Nothing happen on Pilot version.

Doctor Crainium appear when pet is sickness, call a doctor.

When your pet is sleeping, you can do nothing but change the light switch turn
on&off.
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2.Status

Name Whe your pet born, name it.

Age Age 1 per day.

Weight Keep weight 10 to 100.

Humor Satisfaction

Hunger Display

IQ Display his intelligence. Hard to increase.

Waste Wash away immediately.

Crainium Displayed when pet is sickness.

3.Caution

This program is free-ware. I don't take the responsibility of any troubles when using DigiPet.
Please use this program with your own risk.

When you wanna forward this program to any other place, you must send me e-mail before do it.

This program runs only on Pilot. If you don't have this PDA, you can't play...
For more information about Pilot, please see US Robotics's home page.

4.Release Note

97.05.12
Added this note. :-p
I tried to change a routine which is called when alarmed.
I hope that the Fatal error would decrease. (But I'm not certen)

5.And in the end

Special thaks to Mr.Shimozato who gave me source-code of DigiPet for ZAURUS.

The newest version is available from my home page

http://www.wakuwaku.ne.jp/shuji/

30 April 1997 Shuji Fukumoto (PXY00620@niftyserve.or.jp)
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